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Dear. Reader 

 

Faerie 

: a tiny, mischievous, imaginary being 

: 요정, 요정나라 

Ex. I dreamed of the world of faerie. 

Linger 

: to be slow in leaving, especially out of reluctance 

: 꾸물거리다, 망설이다 

Ex. He lingered after all had gone. 

Tuck 

: to gather up and fold, thrust, or turn in so as to secure or confine 

: ~을 쑤셔 넣다, 처넣다 

Ex. I tucked cookies in my mouth. 

Attic 

 

: a story or room directly below the roof of a building, especially a 

house 

: 고미다락방 

Ex. We have to dispose of the furniture stored in the attic. 

 

CHAPTER 1 

 

Acquainted 

: Known by or familiar with another 

: (~을) 알고 있는, (~와) 아는 사이인 

Ex. He is widely acquainted. 

Veterinarian 

: a person who practices veterinary medicine 

: 수의사 

Ex. The farmer called the veterinarian out to treat a sick cow. 

Tamer 

: an animal trainer who tames wild animals 

: 조련사 

Ex. He was a lion-tamer. 

Fencer 

: someone skilled at fencing 

: 펜싱선수, 검도 하는 사람 

Ex. Italy‟s women‟s foil team is stacked with the top three fencers in the 

world. 

Stab 

: to pierce or wound with or as if with a pointed weapon 

: ~을 찌르다, 찔러 죽이다 
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Ex. He was stabbed at least a dozen times. 

Squint 

: to look with the eyes partly closed 

: 눈을 가늘게 뜨고 보다, 슬쩍 보다 

Ex. I squinted into the sun. 

Blurry 

: indistinct or hazy in outline 

: 흐릿핚 

Ex. The memory about him is blurry. 

Shack 

: a small, crudely built cabin 

: 판잣집, 오두막 

Ex. They lived in a shack with a dirt floor. 

Station wagon 

 

: a car that has a long body and rear door with space behind rear seat 

: 좌석 개폐식 자동차 

Ex. He had to sell his home, and the family began living in its station 

wagon. 

Top off 

: to finish up 

: 끝내다, ~의 마무리를 하다 

Ex. I must top off this project. 

Garish 

: tastelessly showy 

: 유난히 번쩍거리는 

Ex. She wears garish clothing and fake jewelry. 

Hedgehog 

: relatively large rodents with sharp erectile bristles mingled with the fur 

: 고슴도치 

Ex. There is a baby hedgehog in the woods. 

Worn 

: impaired or damaged by wear or use 

: 낡은, 닳아 해짂 

Ex. My clothes are worn to tatters. 

Crevice 

 

: a narrow crack or opening 
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: 갈라짂 틈 

Ex. Water dripped form a crevice in the cave. 

Rust 

: a red or brown oxide coating on iron or steel caused by the action of 

oxygen and moisture 

: ~을 녹슬게 하다 

Ex. If you leave the tools unused for too long, they will rust.  

Ram 

: a male sheep 

: 숫양 

Ex. There was a black ram in the field. 

Nail 

: a slim, pointed piece of metal hammered into material as a fastener 

: 못 

Ex. My coat sleeve caught on a nail 

Pane 

: a framed section of a window or door that is usually filled with a sheet 

of glass or other transparent material 

: 창살 

Ex. Billy caught sight of a printed notice propped up against the glass in 

one of the upper panes 

Eerie 

: inspiring inexplicable fear, dread, or uneasiness 

: 무시무시핚 

Ex. I found the silence under water really eerie. 

Reddish 

: mixed or tinged with red 

: 불그스름핚 

Ex. Young lemon tree leaves are a reddish color. 

Glow 

: a light produced by a body heated to luminosity 

: 빛, 백열 

Ex. The candles lit the dining room with a soft glow. 

Crappy 

: inferior, worthless 

: 더러운, 불결핚 

Ex. This is crappy... 

Plaster 

: a mixture of lime of gypsum, sand, and water, sometimes with fiber 

added, that hardens to a smooth solid and is used for coating walls and 

ceilings 

: 벽토, 석고 

Ex. Toothpaste can be used to fill small cracks in plaster. 

Fray 

: to become worn away or tattered along the edges 

: 닳아서 헤어지다 

Ex. It was fashionable to fray the bottoms of your jeans. 

Bruise 
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: an injury to underlying tissues or bone in which the skin is not broken, 

often characterized by ruptured blood vessels and discolorations 

: 멍, 타박상, 상처 

Ex. I got a bruise on my arm. 

Grudgingly 

: in a grudging manner 

: 마지못해 

Ex. She grudgingly admitted that I was right. 

Kick A out of B 

: to make A leave or go away from B 

: A를 차서 B밖으로 내쫓다 

Ex. If you make trouble once more, I‟ll kick you out of school. 

Nuthouse 

: a mental hospital or asylum 

: 정싞병원 

Ex. He died in a nuthouse, just like my father. 

Shrug 

: to raise (the shoulders), especially as a gesture of doubt, disdain, or 

indifference 

: 어깨를 으쓱하다 

Ex. He just shrugs when I ask him. 

Wad 

: a small mass of soft material, often folded or rolled, used for padding, 

stuffing, or packing 

: 작은 뭉치 

Ex. The nurse used a wad of cotton wool to stop the bleeding. 

Junk 

: discarded material, such as glass, rags, paper, or metal, some of which 

may be reused in some form 

: 잡동사니 

Ex. What is all of this junk on the table? 

Growl 

: to speak in an angry or surly manner 

: 화난 목소리로 말하다, 으르렁거리듯 말하다 

Ex. ‟Who are you?‟ he growled at the stranger. 

Ponytail 

 

: a gathering of hair that is fastened close to the head so that the hair 

hangs down like a pony‟s tail 

: 말꼬리 모양으로 묶은 머리 

Ex. She usually wears up her hair in a tight ponytail. 

Lug 

: to drag or haul laboriously 
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: 힘껏 끌다, 운반하다 

Ex. He is lugging a suitcase along. 

Tentative 

: uncertain, hesitant 

: 망설이는, 불확실핚 

Ex. We exchanged tentative greetings.. 

Scrabble 

: to scrape or grope about frenetically with the hands 

: ~을 핛퀴다 

Ex. I heard the sound like rats scrabbling on the other side of the wall. 

Mason jar 

 

: a wide-mouthed glass jar with a screw top, used for canning and 

preserving food 

: 가정의 식품 저장용 유리병 

Ex. Fill cleans Mason Jars with sliced apples. 

Bug-eyed 

 

: Wide-eyed, as with astonishment or curiosity 

: 눈이 휘둥그래짂 

Ex. John is bug-eyed with fear, but completely unscratched. 

Scowl 

: to wrinkle or contract the brow as an expression of anger or 

disapproval 

: 얼굴을 찡그리다 

Ex. Stop scowling like that and try to smile. 

Brocaded 

: woven or worked, as brocade, with gold and silver, or with raised 

flowers, etc 

: 무늬를 도드라지게 짞 

Ex. He sits in a finely brocaded chair. 

Limply 

: without rigidity 

: 흐늘흐늘하게 

Ex. He seemed drunk and moved limply. 

Pock 

: to mark with pocks 
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: 곰보가 되게 하다. 

Ex. He has a poke-marked face. 

Gimmick 

: a device employed to cheat, deceive, or trick, especially a mechanism 

for the secret and dishonest control of gambling apparatus 

: 궁리, 장치, 수법 

Ex. There must be some gimmick. 

 

CHAPTER 2 

 

Leak 

: a small hole that lets liquid or gas flow into or out of something 

: 새는 곳 

Ex. There is a leak in the ceiling. 

Rot 

: to decay by a gradual natural process, or to make something do this 

: 썩다, 상하다 

Ex. Candy will rot your teeth. 

Dresser 

: a piece of furniture with drawers for storing clothes, sometimes with a 

mirror on top 

: 화장대, 경대 

Ex. The coats are on the dresser. 

Nightstand = bedside table 

: a small table beside a bed 

: 침대 곁 책상 

Ex. Her music box is next to her on her nightstand. 

Cram 

: to force something into a small space 

: 억지로 채워 넣다, 밀어 넣다 

Ex. Jill crammed her clothes into the bag. 

Confine 

: to keep someone in a place that they cannot leave, such as a prison 

: 가둬 넣다, 들어박히게 하다 

Ex. Any soldier who leaves his post will be confined to barracks 

Furnish 

: to put furniture and other things into a house or room 

: 비치하다, 갖추다 

Ex. a room furnished with a desk and swivel chair 

Lumpy 

: covered with or containing small solid pieces 

: 거칚, 우툴두툴핚 

Ex. a lumpy mattress 

Smother 

: to kill someone by putting something over their face to stop them 

breathing 

: 숨막히게 하다, 질식시키다 

Ex. He smothered the baby with a pillow. 
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Critter 

: a creature, especially an animal 

: 괴상핚 동물(작은 동물 따위) 

Ex. That old house has critters in it, mostly mice and cockroaches. 

Startle 

: to make someone suddenly surprised or slightly shocked 

: 깜짝 놀라다, 펄쩍 뛰다 

Ex. I was startled to see Amanda. 

Reflex 

: the natural ability to react quickly and well to sudden situations 

: 반사운동 

Ex. A tennis player needs to have very quick reflexes. 

Deliberately 

: done in a way that is intended or planned 

: 일부러 

Ex. He deliberately upset her. 

Urgent 

: very important and needing to be dealt with immediately 

: 긴급핚, 위급핚 

Ex. The report called for urgent action to reduce lead in petrol. 

Sibling 

: a brother or sister 

: 형제, 자매 

Ex. We are siblings of same blood. 

Scuttle 

: to move quickly with short steps, especially because you are afraid and 

do not want to be noticed 

: 황급히 달리다, 허둥지둥 도망가다 

Ex. A little lizard scuttled across the path. 

Pad 

: to walk softly and quietly 

: 가맊히 걷다 

Ex. The cat came padding silently back to its home. 

Tatters 

: clothes that are in tatters are old and torn 

: 누더기, 넝마 

Ex. His clothes were in tatters. 

Beam 

: a long heavy piece of wood or metal used in building houses, bridges 

etc 

: 대들보 

Ex. The cottage had exposed oak beams. 

Snake 

: if a river, road, train, or line snakes somewhere, it moves in long, 

twisting curves 

: 꾸불꾸불 굽다 

Ex. The road snaked along the valley far below. 

Chicken  
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: A coward 

: 겁쟁이 

Ex. Don't be such a chicken. Give it a try! 

Loll 

: if your head or tongue lolls or if you loll your head, you allow it to 

hang in a relaxed uncontrolled way 

: 축 늘어지다 

Ex. My head lolled against his shoulder. 

String up 

: to put things together onto a thread, chain etc 

: 실을 꿰어 매달다 

Ex. I strung beads up on a silver chain. 

Garland 

: a ring of flowers or leaves, worn on your head or around your neck for 

decoration or for a special ceremony 

: 화홖 

Ex. She deftly wove the flowers into a garland. 

Knickknack 

: an attractive object that you display in your home 

: 자질구레핚 장싞구 

Ex. Bedrooms are packed with gleaming wood, watercolors, and old 

knick-knacks. 

Musty 

: a musty room, house, or object has an unpleasant smell, because it is 

old and has not had any fresh air for a long time 

: 곰팡이가 핀, 곰팡내 나는 

Ex. It smells musty all over the house during the rainy season. 

Demented 

: crazy or behaving in a very strange way 

: 발광핚, 미칚 

Ex. She was almost demented with grief. 

Dumbwaiter 

: a small lift used to move food, plates etc from one level in a 

restaurant, hotel etc to another 

: 식품, 식기용 엘리베이터 

Ex. Too bad he's the only one small enough to fit through that dumb 

waiter. 

Shaft 

: a passage which goes down through a building or down into the 

ground, so that someone or something can get in or out 

: 광산의 홖기 구멍, 엘리베이터의 통로 

Ex. a 300-foot elevator shaft 

Skeptically 

: tending to disagree with what other people tell you 

: 의심 맋게 

Ex. I'm extremely skeptical about what I read in the press. 

Jolt = jerk 

: a sudden rough shaking movement 
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: 덜커덕거림 

Ex. People felt the first jolt of the earthquake at about 8 a.m. 

Winch 

: to lift something or someone up using a winch 

: 윈치로 감아 올리다 

Ex. The two men were winched out of the sinking boat by an RAF 

helicopter. 

Stub 

: the short part of something long and thin, such as a cigarette or 

pencil, that is left when the rest has been used 

: 쓰다 남은 토막, 동강 

Ex. This eraser is worn down to a stub. 

Wick 

: the piece of thread in a candle, that burns when you light it 

: 양초의 심지 

Ex. A metal wick is obvious. 

Chicken out 

: to decide not to do something because you are afraid 

: 겁을 먹고 물러서다 

Ex. She chickened out of telling him the truth. 

Makeshift 

: made to be used for a short time only when nothing better is 

available 

: 임시 방편의 

Ex. The refugees slept in makeshift tents at the side of the road. 

Halo 

: a circle of light or something bright 

: 빛 무리, 후광 

Ex. She played the part of an angel, complete with wings and a halo. 

Erratically 

: something that is erratic does not follow any pattern or plan but 

happens in a way that is not regular 

: 불규칙하게, 변덕스럽게 

Ex. He always drives erratically. 

Ascent 

: the act of climbing something or moving upwards 

: 오름, 상승 

Ex. The rocket steepened its ascent. 

Cramp 

: to get or cause cramp in a muscle 

: 쥐가 나다 

Ex. Sitting still for so long had cramped her muscles. 

Available 

: something that is available is able to be used or can easily be bought 

or found 

: 이용핛 수 있는 

Ex. This was the only room available. 

Chute 
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: a long narrow structure that slopes down, so that things or people can 

slide down it from one place to another 

: 홗송 장치(사람들이나 물건들을 미끄러뜨리듯 이동시키는 장치) 

Ex. The pool had several water chutes. 

 

CHAPTER 3 

 

smallish 

: Something that is smallish is fairly small 

: 좀 작은 

Ex. This is a smallish room but it is enough to put our belongings in. 

dim 

: Dim light is not bright 

: 어둑핚, 어스레핚 

Ex. Lights in the house was too dim to find my books. 

compendium 

: A short, complete summary; an abstract. 

: 요약 

Ex. It is a compendium of doctrine, and covers a range of subjects. 

brownie 

: a mythical creature, a kind of elf that would do people's housework for 

them 

: 스코틀랜드 젂설에서 밤에 나타나서 몰래 농가의 일을 도와죾다는 작

은 요정 

 

Ex. The brownie is a small sprite thought to do helpful work at night in 

Scotland. 

anatomy 

: The bodily structure of a plant or an animal or of any of its parts 

: 해부학적 구조, 조직 

Ex. We learned the anatomy of a frog when we were in elementary 

school. 

 

dull 

: not sharp. 

: (칼날 등이) 무딘 

Ex. All these knives are dull. 

choke 

: To be unable to breathe because of obstruction of the windpipe 
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: 숨이 막히다 

Ex. He was choked with smoke. 

sputter 

: To throw out anything, as little jets of steam, with a noise like that 

made by one sputtering 

: 푸푸[지글지글, 탁탁] 소리를 내다 

Ex. The candle sputtered out. 

retreat 

: If you retreat, you move away from something or someone 

: 물러서다 

Ex. The army retreated from the front. 

rustling 

: a light noise, like the noise of silk clothing or leaves blowing in the 

wind 

: 옷자락 스치는 소리, 삭삭 

Ex. You will hear a scrabbling sound that sound like a rustling or 

tapping sound. 

spin around 

: revolve quickly and repeatedly around one's own axis 

: 몸을 돌리면서 주위를 확인하다 

Ex. The dervishes spin around without getting dizzy. 

makeshift 

: Suitable as a temporary or expedient substitute 

: 임시 

Ex. He used a rock as a makeshift hammer. 

chute 

: channel through or down which things may pass 

: (물건의) 운반통로 

Ex. Jared descended by a chute. 

hotly 

: in a heated manner 

: 골나서 

Ex. „To say I am behind the strike is so much nonsense,' declared Mr 

Harvey hotly. 

glare 

: look at someone with an angry expression on your face 

: 노려봄 

Ex. She gave me a glare. 

scrunch 

: To squeeze something into a smaller size or shape 

: 쥐어짜서 작게 맊들다 

Ex. Sally scrunched the flower pot down, breaking it. 

 

CHAPTER  4 

 

brass 

: A bright yellow metal made by mixing copper and zinc 

(Copper 구리, zinc 아연) 
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: 놋쇠장식 

Ex. Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc. 

tug 

: To pull something hard in a particular direction 

: 힘껏 당기다.끌다. 

Ex. He tugged the hat down over his head. 

chop 

: to cut something  into pieces with sharp tool such as a knife. 

: 자르다. 

Ex. Chop the carrots up into small pieces. 

dismay 

: to make somebody feel shocked and disappointed 

: 당황,놀람 

Ex. His reaction dismayed her. 

scissors 

: A tool for cutting paper or cloth ,that has two sharp blades with 

handles, join together in the middle. 

: 가위 

Ex. She took the scissors away from the child. 

free 

: To allow somebody to leave prison or somewhere they have been kept 

against their will.  

: 구하다. 면제하다. 

Ex. I freed a bird from the cage. 

garment bag 

: 양복커버 

Ex. I use a travel garment bag that is used normally for hanging clothes. 

width 

: The measurement from one side of something to the other 

: 너비,가로 

Ex. The river is about 200 meters across in width. 

profusion 

: a very large quantity of something. 

: 다량,다수 

Ex. Roses grew in profusion against the old wall. 

chip 

: To damage something by breaking a small piece off it 

: 깨지다. 금이가다. 

 Ex. These plates chip easily. 

gravel 

 : small stones, often used to make the surface of paths and roads 

: 자갈 

Ex. Fill the from to the top with sand or gravel. 

crumple 

: To crush something into folds 

: 구기다. 

Ex. He  crumpled a letter into a ball. 

torso 
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: The main part of the body, not including the head, arms or legs. 

: 나체흉상,몸통 

Ex. Each side of the figure has face and torso. 

reassure 

: to say or do something that makes somebody less frightened or 

worried 

: 앆심시키다. 

Ex. They tried to reassure her, she still felt anxious. 

Grime 

: Dirt that forms a layer on the surface of something. 

: 때 ,먺지  

Ex. The grime on the collar won`t come out 

Cobweb 

: A fine net of threads by a spider to catch insects 

: 거미죿 

Ex. He brushed a cobweb out of his hair. 

rust 

: When a metal object rusts, it becomes covered in rust and often loses 

its strength. 

: 녹슬다. 

Ex. keep from rust. 

groan 

: To make a long deep sound because you are annoys, upset or in pain 

: 끙끙거리다. 

Ex. He lay on the floor groaning. 

tattered 

: If something such as clothing or a book is tattered, it is damaged or 

torn, 

 : 낡을 대로 낡은, 누더기가 된 

Ex. He was wearing tattered clothes. 

pirate 

: Pirates are sailors who attack other ships and steal property from them. 

: 해적 

Ex. pirates boarded the vessels and the passengers. 

(vessel 배) 

thread 

: to pass something long and thin ,especially thread, through a narrow 

opening or hole. 

: 실을꿰다. 

Ex. Can you thread a needle with one eye closed?  

seam 

: A line along which two edges of cloth, etc, are joined or sewn 

together 

: 솔기, 꿰멘 자리 

Ex. I left about a  1/2 inch seam allowance 

paw 

: If an animal paws something, it draws its foot over it or down it. 

: 발로 건드리다. 
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Ex. The dog pawed at my sleeve. 

embossed 

: If a surface such as paper or wood is embossed with a design, the 

design stands up slightly from the surface. 

: 양각으로 새긴 

Ex. a floral design was embossed on the letter case. 

smudge 

: To touch or rub something, especially wet ink or paint, so that it is no 

long clear, to become not clear in this way. 

: 번지다 

Ex. Her lipstick had smudged. 

Riddle 

: a question that is difficult to understand, and that has a surprising 

answer that you ask somebody as a game. 

: 수수께끼 

Ex. Find out a riddle. 

 

CHAPTER 5 

 

Lawn 

: an area of ground covered in short grass in a garden/yard or park, or 

used for playing a game on 

: 잒디밭 

Ex. The man is mowing the lawn 

Ruthless 

: hard and cruel; determined to get what you want and not caring if you 

hurt other people  

: 가차 없는, 무자비핚, 인정사정 없는 

Ex. There are some ruthless drivers out there 

Parry(명사복수형 parries) 

: to defend yourself against sb who is attacking you by pushing their 

arm, weapon, etc. to one side  

: 공격을 막다. 

Ex. The shot was parried by the goalie. 

Rubber 

: (in some card games or sports) a competition consisting of a series of 

games or matches between the same teams or players 

: a strong substance that can be stretched and does not allow liquids to 

pass through it, used for making tyres, boots, etc. It is made from the 

juice of a tropical plant or is produced using chemicals 

: (일부 카드 게임・스포츠 경기에서) 삼세판 승부 

: 고무 

Ex. It will be a small, tight ball made out of a single rubber band. 

Tip 

: End of something 

: (뾰족핚) 끝 

Foil 

: a long thin light sword used in the sport of fencing 
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: 펜싱 검 

Zip 

: (informal) especially nothing 

: (스포츠 득점 등의) 제로, 영 

Ex. We won four zip (4–0).  

Cream 

: (informal) to completely defeat sb 

: (속어) (상대방을) 완젂히 해치우다, 완패시키다 

Ex. We got creamed in the first round.  

Distract 

: ~ sb/sth from sth to take sb‟s attention away from what they are 

trying to do 

: 주의를 흐트러뜨리다 

Ex. You‟re distracting me from my work.  

Counter 

: to reply to sb by trying to prove that what they said is not true 

: 받아치다 

: [펜싱] (칼끝을 둥그렇게 돌려) 적의 칼끝을 막기; 

Ex. Such arguments are not easily countered.  

Flung 

fling의 과거분사 

: to throw sb/sth somewhere with force, especially because you are 

angry  

: 던지다, 팽개치다,  

Ex. Filing a pair of dice  

Tadpole 

: a small creature with a large head and a small tail, that lives in water 

and is the young form of a frog or toad 

: 올챙이 

Ex. Most species lat their eggs in the water and fo through a tadpole 

stage.. 

Scowl 

: to look at sb/sth in an angry or annoyed way 

: 못마땅핚 얼굴을 하다, 노려보다 

Ex. The prisoner scowled at the jailer. 

Flush 

: to become red, especially because you are embarrassed, angry or hot 

: 달아오르다 

Ex. Sam felt her cheeks flush red..  

Weird 

:  very strange or unusual and difficult to explain 

: 이상핚, 기묘핚 

Ex. He‟s got some weird ideas.  

Fist 

: a hand when it is tightly closed with the fingers bent into the palm 

: 주먹 

Ex. In most of these the parents are shown having a fist fight, and their 

child is crying. 
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Oddly 

: in a strange or unusual way 

: 이상하게 

Ex. She‟s been behaving very oddly lately.  

Slid 

: Slide 의 과거, 과거분사 

Zit 

: (informal) a spot on the skin, especially on the face 

: 여드름, 뾰루지 

Ex. Cleanse the area where the zit was again and wash your hands as 

well. 

Suspiciously 

: in a way that shows you think sb has done sth wrong, illegal or 

dishonest 

: 의심하는 

Ex. The man looked at her suspiciously.  

Rot 

: to decay, or make sth decay, naturally and gradually 

: 썩다 

Ex. The window frame had rotted away completely.  

 

Parlor 

: a room in a private house for sitting in, entertaining visitors, etc. 

: 응접실 

Ex. There's a sense of calm, and a piano in the parlour. 

Protest 

: to say or do sth to show that you disagree with or disapprove of sth, 

especially publicly 

: 항의하다 

Ex. Students took to the streets to protest against the decision.  

Comforter 

: a type of thick cover for a bed 

: 이불 

Ex. In the past, only the rich could afford a comforter with silk filling. 

Crumble 

: to break or break sth into very small pieces 

: 부스러지다 

Ex. Crumble the cheese over the salad.  

Pixie 

: (in stories) a creature like a small person with pointed ears, who has 

magic powers 

: 꼬마요정 

Nixies 

: Nix 의 여성형 

: 게르맊 민화의 물의 요정 

Yawn 

: to open your mouth wide and breathe in deeply through it, usually 

because you are tired or bored 
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: 하품하다 

Ex. He stood up, stretched and yawned.  

Flip 

: If you flip through the pages of a book, for example, you quickly turn 

over the pages in order to find a particular one or to get an idea of the 

contents. 

: (책장 등을) 홱 넘기다 

Ex. She flipped through the magazine looking for the letters page 

Hunch 

: to bend the top part of your body forward and raise your shoulders 

and back 

: 둥글게 구부리다 

Ex. hunch one‟s back  

Intrigue 

: very interested in sth/sb and wanting to know more about it/them 

: 흥미 있는, 호기심을 가짂 

Ex. We all were intrigued by her story. 

Wacky 

: funny or amusing in a slightly crazy way 

: 괴팍스러운, 별난 

Ex. wacky ideas  

Skeevy 

: 초라핚, 더러운 

Ex. That was skeevy to look at. 

Shrug 

: to raise your shoulders and then drop them to show that you do not 

know or care about sth 

: 어깨를 으쓱하다 

Ex. He shrugged as if it didn‟t matter. 

Slick 

: smooth and difficult to hold or move on 

: 매끄러운 

Ex. The roads were slick with rain. \ 

Scaly 

: covered with scales, or hard and dry, with small pieces that come off 

: 비늘이 있는 

Ex. A scaly animal has small pieces of hard skin covering its body. 

Flank 

: the side of an animal between the ribs and the hip 

: 옆구리 

Rumble 

: to make a long deep sound or series of sounds 

: 으르렁 거리다 

Ex. thunder rumbling in the distance  

Dwarven 

: = dwarf 

Forge 

: a large piece of equipment used for heating metals in; a building or 
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part of a factory where this is found 

: 공장, 대장갂 

Bundle 

: a number of things tied or wrapped together; sth that is wrapped up 

: 싸다, 묶다 

Ex. bundle up clothes 

Gurgle 

: to make a sound like water flowing quickly through a narrow space 

: (물 등이) 꼴꼴 소리 내다 

Ex. Water gurgled through the pipes.  

Scuttle 

: to run with quick short steps 

: 허둥지둥 가다 

Ex. She scuttled off when she heard the sound of his voice.  

Torment 

: to make sb suffer very much 

: 괴롭히다 

Ex. He was tormented by feelings of insecurity.  

 

Malicious 

: having or showing hatred and a desire to harm sb or hurt their 

feelings 

: 악의 있는, 심술 궂은 

Ex. malicious rumors 

Mischief 

: bad behaviour (especially of children) that is annoying but does not 

cause any serious damage or harm 

: 장난, 못된 짓 

Ex. I try to keep out of mischief.  

Apothecary 

: a person who made and sold medicines in the past 

: 약제사 

Handful 

: the amount of sth that can be held in one hand 

: 핚 움큼 

Ex. a handful of rice  

Fridge(refrigerator) 

: a piece of electrical equipment in which food is kept cold so that it 

stays fresh 

: 냉장고 

Ex. This dessert can be served straight from the fridge.  

Saucer 

: a small shallow round dish that a cup stands on; an object that is 

shaped like this 

: 작은 받침 그릇 

Ex. Sometimes the cup and saucer are placed on the right side of the 

spoon, about four inches from the edge of the table. 

Tempt 
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: to attract sb or make sb want to do or have sth, even if they know it is 

wrong 

: 유혹하다, 꾀어내다 

Ex. I was tempted by the dessert menu.  

Crud 

: (informal) any dirty or unpleasant substance 

: 지저분핚 겂 

Mutter 

: to speak or say sth in a quiet voice that is difficult to hear, especially 

because you are annoyed about sth 

: 투덜대다 

Ex. She just sat there muttering to herself.  

Crack 

: to make a sharp sound; to make sth do this 

: 찰칵 소리를 내다 

Ex. A shot cracked across the ridge.  

Slunk 

: Slink의 과거, 과거분사 

: to move somewhere very quietly and slowly, especially because you 

are ashamed or do not want to be seen 

: 살금살금 걷다 

Ex. The dog howled and slunk away.  

 

CHAPTER 6 

 

Roll over 

: to turn onto its side or upside down 

: 굴러 넘어지다 

Ex. Jared rolled over at the sound of his mother ‟s voice. 

Porcelain 

: a hard, shiny substance made by heating clay. It is used to make 

delicate cups, plates, and ornaments 

: 자기(磁器) 

Ex. Mallory was sweeping up broken pieces of a porcelain bowl. 

Ooze 

: if a thick liquid oozes from a place, or if sth oozes a thick liquid, the 

liquid flows from the place slowly 

: (걸쭉핚 액체가) 흐르다 

Ex. The wound was oozing blood. 

Drift 

: a movement away from somewhere or something, or a movement 

towards somewhere or something different 

: 흐름, 흐름의 방향 ; 이동 

Ex. A population drift away from rural areas 

Imprint 

: An imprint is a mark or outline made by the pressure of one object on 

another 

: (표면 위에 누르거나 찍어서 생긴) 자국 
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Ex. The imprint of a foot in the sand 

Narrow 

: If your eyes narrow or if you narrow your eyes, you almost close them, 

for example because you are angry or because you are trying to 

concentrate on something 

: 눈을 찌푸리다 

Ex. He narrowed his eyes at her. 

Sob 

: one of the noises that you make when you are crying 

: 흐느낌, 우는 소리 

Ex. He gave a deep sob. 

Rubbish 

: especially BrE things that you throw away because you no longer want 

or need them 

: 쓰레기 

Ex. The streets were littered with rubbish. 

Tadpole 

: small water creatures which grow into frogs or toads 

: 올챙이 

Ex. A tadpole grows into a frog. 

Sniff 

: to breathe air in through your nose in a way that makes a sound, 

especially when you are crying, have a cold, etc. 

: 코를 훌쩍이다 

Ex. His sob soon turned to sniffs. 

Manipulate 

: to control or use sth in a skilful way 

: (흔히 교묘하고 부정직하게 사람·사물을) 조종하다 

Ex. She uses her charm to manipulate people. 

Snag 

: to catch or tear sth on sth rough or sharp; to become caught or torn 

in this way 

: (날카롭거나 튀어나온 겂에) 걸리다 

Ex. I snagged my sweater on the wire fence. 

Rip 

: to tear sth or to become torn, often suddenly or violently 

: (갑자기·거칠게) 찢어지다 

Ex. She ripped the letter open. 

Robin 

 

: a small brown bird found in Europe. The male has an orangey-red 

neck and breast. 
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: (유럽산) 울새 

Ex. A robin was perching on the fence. 

Throughout 

: it happens or exists in all parts of that place 

: 도처에 

Ex. Bad cold prevails throughout the country 

Luminous 

: to shine or glow in the dark. 

: 어둠에서 빛나는, 야광의 ; (색상이) 아주 선명핚 

Ex. luminous hands on a clock 

Soliloquy 

: a speech in a play in which an actor or actress speaks to himself or 

herself and to the audience, rather than to another actor 

: 독백 

Ex. Hamlet‟s famous soliloquy, „To be or not to be…‟ 

Intent 

: showing strong interest and attention 

: 강핚 관심을 보이는, 열중하는 

Ex. He is intent on his task. 

 

CAPTER  7 

 

Rug 

: a piece of thick material like a small carpet that is used for covering or 

decorating part of a floor 

: 깔개 

Ex. His brother and sister were lying on the rug in front of the television. 

controller 

: a person who manages or directs sth, especially a large organization 

or part of an organization 

: 관리인 

Ex. Each one had a controller, and from where he was standing, he 

could see colors flit across their faces as the screen changed 

flit 

: to move lightly and quickly from one place or thing to another 

: 휙휙 날다 

Ex. He could see colors flit across their faces as the screen changed 

snort 

: to make a loud sound by breathing air out noisily through your nose, 

especially to show that you are angry or amused 

: 콧김을 내뿜다 

Ex. Mallory snorted bout didn‟t reply 

fist 

: a hand when it is tightly closed with the fingers bent into the palm 

: 주먹 

Ex. At this point‟ anything that didn‟t involve fists was a positive 

response. 

snatch 
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 : to take sth quickly and often rudely or roughly 

: 와락 붙잡다 

Ex. Mallory stood up and snatched the book out of his hands. 

plead 

: to ask sb for sth in a very strong and serious way 

: 변롞하다 

Ex. Jared pleaded.  

knot 

: a join made by tying together two pieces or ends of string, rope, etc. 

: 1 매듭, 무리   2 매다   

Ex. I got the book after your hair was knotted. 

poise 

: a calm and confident manner with control of your feelings or behavior 

: 균형 잡히게 하다 

Ex. She poised to rip it apart. 

threatening 

: expressing a threat of harm or violence 

: 위협적인 

Ex. Mallory said, holding the book in a less threatening position. 

crow 

: a large bird, completely or mostly black, with a rough unpleasant cry 

: 수탉의 울음소리 

Ex. It was made from a wooden birdhouse large enough for a crow to 

roost in. 

roost 

: a place where birds sleep 

: 홰 

Ex. It was made from a wooden birdhouse large enough for a crow to 

roost in. 

tadpole 

: a small creature with a large head and a small tail, that lives in water 

and is the young form of a frog or toad 

: 올챙이 

Ex. He thought about the tadpoles, frozen in ice. 

stiff 

: firm and difficult to bend or move 

: 딱딱핚, 뻣뻣핚 

Ex. It was of a thin man with glasses sitting stiffly. 

entitle 

: to give sb the right to have or to do sth 

: ~의 칭호를 주다 

Ex. Jared said, taking out one entitled Mysterious Musbrooms, Fabulow 

Fungi. 

linen 

: a type of cloth made from flax, used to make high quality clothes, 

sheets, etc. 

: 아마포, 리넨  

Ex. They opened into the upstairs linen closet. 
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creepy 

: causing an unpleasant feeling of fear or slight horror 

: 소름이 끼치는  

Ex. This place is creepy. 

sconce 

: A sconce is a decorated object that holds candles or an electric light, 

and that is attached to the wall of a room. 

: 벽에 고정시켜 양초·램프 및 조명기구를 얹도록 고앆된 나무·금속 받침

대. 

Ex. He hung his birdhouse from a wall sconce. 

  

lizard 

: a small reptile with a rough skin, four short legs and a long tail 

: 도마뱀 

Ex. Simon added a small dish he‟d once used to give his lizards water. 

 

watercolor 

: paints that you mix with water, not oil, and use for painting pictures 

: 수채화 그림물감   

Ex. He pointed to the watercolor painting of a man and a little girl on 

the desk. 

 

inscription 

: words written in the front of a book or cut in stone or metal 

: 새긴 글자 

Ex. Underneath it in faint paint was the inscription “my darling daughter 

Lucinda, age4.” 
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legible 

: of written or printed words clear enough to read 

: 읽기 쉬운, 알기 쉽게 나타난 

Ex. It made a scratchy but legible line on the paper. 

pinch 

: to take a piece of sb‟s skin between your thumb and first finger and 

squeeze hard, especially to hurt the person 

: 꼬집다, 집다, 끼다 

Ex. We hope you like what we made and that even if you don‟t, that 

you‟ll stop pinching us. 

beetle:  

: an insect, often large and black, with a hard case on its back, covering 

its wings. There are several types of beetle. 

: 벌레 

Ex. His eyes were as black as beetles. 

leash:  

: to control an animal, especially a dog, with a lead/leash 

: 가죽끈, 사슬 

Ex. He was holding a pair of leashes that attached to two gray mice that 

were sniffing the edge of the desk. 

smack 

: to hit sb with your open hand, especially as a punishment 

: 찰싹 치다 

Ex. Mallory looked like someone had smacked her in the face but she 

hadn‟t figured it out yet. 

heed 

: to pay careful attention to sb‟s advice or warning 

: 주의 

Ex. If you do not heed, you will draw their ire. 

ire 

: anger 

: 화, 분노 

Ex. . If you do not heed, you will draw their ire. 

trance 

: a state in which sb seems to be asleep but is aware of what is said to 

them, for example if they are hypnotized 

: 무아지경, 멍핚 상태 

Ex. Mallory seemed to break out of her trance. 

comprehend 

: often used in negative sentences to understand sth fully 

: 이해하다 

Ex. It was too large to even comprehend. 

 

 



� 정식� 출간된�영어�원서별�단어장,� 「원서�읽는�단어장�시리즈」를�만나보세요!

 
▶�책�보러�가기� (클릭)� ◀

「원서�읽는�단어장」� 시리즈는...
영어원서�독자들이�보다�쉽고�재미있게�원서를�읽을�수�있도록� 도와주는,�원서�읽기의�최고의�친구입니다!

▶�원서에�나온�어휘들�완벽�정리! ▶� Comprehension� Quiz와� 다양한� Activity!

�원서�읽는�단어장�수익금의�일부는�불우한�환경의�어린이들에게�영어�도서를�지원하는데�사용되고�있습니다.

(월드비전�가정�개발�사업에�기부)
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